


ABOUT
Éternelle is a unique brand introduced by Global Beauti; a British 
based company specializing in beauty implements.

ÉÉternelle is developed with a passion and aspiration to meet 
world class quality. The products under this brand are developed 
from the hand-picked expertise across the world. All products are 
made of professional quality and highest precision and presented 
with classy look. Éternelle entertains the Beauty lovers and quality 
savvy generation. It aspires to be the preferred treasure for Beauty 
industry gurus and experts, iconic presence in world class spas 
and salons and landmaand salons and landmark for floors of world renowned beauty 
stores.

It is launched in Professional Beauty 2012 and was one of the 
hottest item for the show. Many professionals including some 
celebrity makeup artists loved the products.

Éternelle is evolved from the heritage of beauty and reinvigorate 
the ideology of beauty from what we see to what we sense. It is an 
experience, and aura of feeling.  This brand is launched after a 
thorough research on beauty and narrates a story from the 
conception of grooming and beauty from Egyptians in 10,000 BC. 
Beauty savviness and grooming is evident from rhetoric of many 
civilisations be it Egyptians, Greeks, or Arabs. The use of Neolithic 
oiointments to groom, beauty tools such as applicators to dispense 
kohl as eyeliner or keeping crafted mirrors inhabit historically 
from all cultures.
 
It is essential in this era that we keep in mind the grooming is not 
specific to gender. It is for everyone, and for all skins. It is a part of 
our routine and attire rather than a special occasion, latest fashion 
or hot trendy looks. This brand is developed keeping our needs 
and lifestyle in mind.
ÉÉternelle can be a gift for someone special, a tool to enhance 
magic of beauty gurus or for personal use.  Each unit is packed to 
keep the item safe and secure in a classy looking packaging. The 
main categories Éternelle is serving are Eyes, Face, Hair, Hand and 
feet.



ÉTE 3236 
Eyebrow Tweezer, Slant, 9.5cm
Japanese Stainless Steel
Acid-proof, antimagnetic and rustproof
Life Time Guarantee 



Éte 2589
Éternelle Glass Nail File 135mm. 
Made in EU
Life Time Guarantee
Comes with protective case 



Éte 2590
Éternelle Glass Nail File 195mm. 
Made in EU
Life Time Guarantee
Comes with protective case
 



ÉTE 2591
Éternelle Glass Foot File 165mm. 
Made in EU
Life Time Guarantee
Comes with protective case

 



WWW.ETERNELLE-BEAUTY.COM
info@eternelle-beauty.com
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